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WHAT’S ON
IN JULY 2020

The Grove CAFE
Open for business! 

Post COVID-19 Kerry and 
staff have been working 
extra hard to adhere to all 
of the new restrictions.  
Currently The Grove Cafe  
is open to all residents, 
their families and friends 
and staff. As of July 1st  
the cafe is able to seat 14 
patrons. Please call Kerry 
on 6668 6133 for orders 
and enquiries.  
  
Activities 
ACTIVATED!
Ways to get involved. 
Restrictions have limited 
our residents getting  
together for usual activities.
We are now pleased to  
advise that most activities 
will be reinstated, with  
common sense and social 
distancing required. 
For more information  

please contact Marian  
Grove reception for  
Marian Grove activities, or  
Lifestyles for Mater Christi. 
  
Welcome to our 
NEW Residents!
Hello Hello! 
Please join us in welcoming 
all of the new residents to 
our community, with a  
special mention to the new  
residents at Marian Grove 
New Release.

COVID 19 
TRAVEL WARNING
Owing to the recent  
COVID19 spikes in  
Victoria, if you have 
travelled interstate or 
your family has  
travelled interstate to 
visit, please notify our  
Reception staff  
before entering our 
community.

We recommend that 
you do not travel  
interstate at present 
and discourage  
interstate visitation  
from family & friends.

Church Times
Our Lady of the Way 
Chapel  
Monday          10:30am 
Mass (for Mater Christi 
Residents) 
Monday          2:30pm 
Rosary  
Tuesday         4pm 
Mass  
Wednesday   9:30am 
Mass  
Thursday       1:30pm 
Bible Study  
Friday             4pm 
Mass 

Please Sanitise your 
hands, sign in and sit 
1.5metres apart.
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Following handover of the New Release on 
June 9th, we now have the pleasure of  
welcoming the very first residents to this lovely 
new addition to Marian Grove Village. 

It won’t be long until our current residents will 
have the opportunity to have a look around 
and meet the new neighbors - see page 15 for 
details.  
Meanwhile, you can see some updated  
photos on the Marian Grove Lifestyle  
Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/
mariangroveapartments/. 

We hope to hold a Grand Opening in August, 
conditions permitting, and we would like to 
thank all of you for your patience and  
cooperation during the building process.

STAGE 7 OPEN  
Marian Grove New Release
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STAGE 7 OPEN  
Marian Grove New Release

STAGE 7 OPEN  
Marian Grove New Release
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GROWING OLDER 
Gracefully

The pandemic has forced us to recognise  
how closely bonded we are as a human 
family.  We value our independence but at the 
same time we need one another in order to 
lead happy, safe and meaningful lives. Human  
dignity is nurtured by respect for our  
uniqueness as individuals and for our  
common human nature.  

During the pandemic this has been  
acknowledged in spontaneous expressions  
of gratitude. In some countries, people stood 
in front of their homes each evening and  
enthusiastically clapped their hands as a way 
of saying “thank you” to nurses and doctors 
for their care of the sick and to members of 
the essential services for continuing to do their 
jobs thus enabling communities to function, 
often at very real personal risk to the workers 
involved.

Gratitude is much more than saying “thank 

you”, important though that is. It is the glue 
of human relationships. It is fundamental to 
our nature to acknowledge that someone has 
helped, supported, comforted us.  It dignifies 
the recipient who acknowledges another who 
has contributed to his physical, emotional 
and/or spiritual well-being.

Going a little deeper, we see that gratitude 
enables givers to offer their gifts and be  
accepted for their goodwill.  

On the other hand, if someone refuses our 
offer, we can feel loss, sadness, rejection.

Interdependence dignifies both giver and 
receiver.  We all have our gifts and they are 
given to us to share with others. Something 
very beautiful happens in relationships and 
communities when people acknowledge that 
they need one another. Saying “thank you”  
is the simple way in which we express this 
dependence on one another.  

Life is a gift.
To live life fully is to be  

grateful for each day and the 
opportunities it offers to make 

a difference in the world.   
Grateful persons look for good in others, 
welcoming their efforts and celebrating their 
growth and success.  Gratitude opens us to 
acceptance of differences in others and to 
recognise that we do indeed need each other 
to live full and meaningful lives.  

Sr. Anne Henson
Marian Grove Resident
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GROWING OLDER 
Gracefully

The Coffs Coast Regional Park is jointly  
managed by National Parks & Wildlife  
Service and Coffs Harbour City Council.  
It extends from Sawtell Headland to the  
Village of Red Rock. The park includes all  
the headlands, beaches and adjacent  
hinterland.

The park is a top spot for fishing, surfing  
and birdwatching. You’ll find picnic areas, 
beaches and the famous Solitary Islands 
Coastal Walk which extends for some 60 
kilometers.

It’s easy to experience an endless summer  
at Coffs Coast Regional Park. Lose yourself 
in its string of pristine beaches which together 
offer everything from unbeatable surf and 
safe swimming to picnic areas.

Explore undulating dunes, rainforest pockets, 
tranquil lakes, inviting parklands and  
charming coastal towns along the coastal 
walk and discover majestic headlands ideal 
for whale watching and taking in sweeping 
views of Solitary Islands Marine Park.

Points of interest include Look-At-Me-Head-
land, the site of community Outfall protests 
in 1991. There is also the wreck of  ‘The  
Buster’ on Woolgoola Beach in 1893 and the 
grave site of sailors from the shipwreck  
‘Keilawara’ on  Emerald Headland in 1886.
Further information can be found on the 
National Parks /Coffs Coast Regional Park 
website.
         
Source  NPWS website.

Frank Kennedy
Marian Grove Resident

ECOLOGY CORNER
Coffs Coast Regional Park
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Over the last few weeks, Twitter shut down  
170 000 accounts that were proven to be  
perpetuating inaccurate information.   
Afterwards our Foreign Minister made a speech 
decrying the damage done by the false claims 
and misinformation that pervade our world 
regarding COVID-19. 

Fake news and misinformation increasingly 
permeate all parts of our society.  It is good to 
know that those with power cannot necessarily 
provide false information without challenge,  
but this requires a level of responsibility in all  
members of society and comes at a price.  
China has made it clear that we as a nation  
will pay a heavy price for our integrity in calling 
for truth and clarity. Of course, that is exactly 

the role we are called to fulfil. Aleksandr  
Solzhenitsyn, the great Russian dissident and 
truth teller wrote:

We are called to check and re-check the  
information we are given to ensure its veracity 
and to use trusted gatekeepers. It follows that 
we need to be careful in passing on information 
that we have not checked and re-checked. Last 
week I found myself having to apologise for 
passing on information which was not correct.  
I had not checked. I have always found that  
being cautious before opening my mouth is 
better than apologising afterwards!
A we continue our careful emergence to a post 
COVID existence, support each other and our 
world by checking and re-checking!

Matt Digges
Director of Mission

MATT’S MUSINGS 
Checking and Re-checking

 “The simple step of a  
courageous individual  

is not to take part  
in the lie.

One word of truth  
outweighs the world.”
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Dear Families and Friends,
Have you or your family discussed Advance 
Care Planning yet? 
Advance Care Planning is a routine part of a 
person’s health care. It plays an important role 
in promoting quality care for yourself or your 
family members at the end of life. It is our  
opportunity to make our individual choices 
known and to ensure that these will be  
respected, regardless of whether we are able  
to voice these choices or not. Advance care 
planning is an ongoing process that needs 
cooperation between individuals, their families, 
care workers, and health professionals, but is 
well worth the time and energy as it gives peace 
of mind to all concerned.
Advance Care Plan Can be written by an  
older person, or their person responsible. It  
documents values and preferences for  
healthcare and preferred health outcomes.  
The plan is prepared from the older person’s 
perspective and used as a guide for future 
health care decision making, if the older person 
is unable to speak for themselves. It may be 
developed for and with a person with limited 
capacity so therefore is not a legal document.
Advance Care Directive is a written  
directive made by a competent person (i.e. 
someone with “capacity”) and is recognised 
by common law. The ACD can: 1. Record the 
older person’s values, life goals and preferred 
outcomes; 2. Provide directions about care in 
the event of life-threatening illness or injury; 3. 
Identify their Enduring Guardian (if formally  
appointed) or “person responsible” to make 
decisions on your behalf; or 4. Be any  
combination of the above three.
Power of Attorney (PoA)/Enduring Power of 

Attorney (EPoA)
PoA is a legal term for a person who is  
appointed to manage financial and property 
matters while a person retains capacity. An 
EPoA maintains the appointment for financial 
and property matters once a person no longer 
has capacity. Neither a PoA nor EPoA has  
jurisdiction over health care decisions.
Enduring Guardian Is a general term for a  
person that is either appointed or identified 
within an ACP to make health care decisions 
on behalf of a person whose decision-making 
capability is impaired. NB. Next of kin does not 
have a role as the EG unless specifically  
covered by the specifics of the framework.

Please let me know if you would like more 
information about Advance Care Planning. We 
are happy to partner with you in planning your 
care and assist you to make the choices that will 
enhance your life experience. 

Mercy Kurinyepa
Acting Director of Nursing

MATT’S MUSINGS 
Checking and Re-checking

ADON REPORT  
Advance Care Planning
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MATER MATTERS
JULY 2020

Hand Hygiene

Resident education at the  
meeting this month was hand 
hygiene. Please read the  
following important information 
for all residents. 

1.  Hand hygiene  
is washing hands with soap  
and water or using an  
alcohol-based hand rub.  
It is the single most  
important thing you can  
do to stop the spread of  
disease.

2.  Cover your 
nose and mouth 
with a tissue when coughing, 
sneezing, wiping or blowing 
your nose. If you do not have 
a tissue, cough or sneeze into 
your elbow.

3.  If you are 
unwell stay in bed, 
until you are feeling better  
before having visitors.
  

Shopping Bus
Mater Christi  
Shopping Bus News
We are pleased to advise that 
the Mater Christi shopping bus 
service will be continue with still 
some precautions to be taken.
We will be limiting the number 
of residents available to  
attend these outings throughout 
the month of June. 
We will be taking bookings in 
advance with a limit of 6  
residents per trip. 
Because of this restriction we 
will implement a second  
shopping service taking place 
Tuesdays 9am-11am  
starting Tuesday 9th June.
All residents will be screened 
prior to departure and on  
arrival back into the facility.  
The screening process will  
include a temperature check 
and some questions.
To make a booking please see 
Bec or Cheryl in lifestyles.

MATER CHRISTI
LAUNDRY
LOST PROPERTY
FAMILIES AND
RESIDENTS OF 
MATER CHRISTI 
Please be advised the 
laundry will keep lost 
property items for three 
months only. 

If you have missing  
clothing please  
contact Mater  
Christi reception  
which can put you in 
touch with our Hotel 
Services Manager.

In an effort to minimize 
lost property, Mater 
Christi offers a labelling 
service for residents. Up 
to 200 items are labelled 
using a heat seal for a 
small cost of $40.  
This service can be  
arranged at Mater Christi 
Reception. If you do not 
wish to use this service 
we ask that you clearly 
mark all items with a 
laundry grade marker.
Thank you.
Hotel Services .
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Pedre’s generous 
community 
project
St John Paul College  
student Pedre Swanepoel, 
had a school project to do. 
The project involved the 
student coming up with a 
gift for the community.  
Pedre chose to direct his 
gift to the residents of  
Mater Christi. 
On Wednesday June 10th, 
Pedre, accompained by his 
mother Andri, donated his 
gifts of four hand packed 
baskets full of items such 
as herbal teas and crackers. 
Pedre purchased all of the 
items himself with his own 
money, and gifted them in 
lovely hand wrapped  
packaging. 
We thank Pedre for this 
lovely act of kindness.

Cheryl receiving Pedre Swanepoel’s generous 
gift to Mater Christi residents

More generous donations
At Mater Christi, we are grateful to receive  
donations from members of the community for our 
residents.
This week Robyn Edwards, Ken’s daughter,  
dropped off hand knitted ladies bed socks.
They are made by Betty Wilson, a lady in her  
80’s, and regularly donated.

“For it is in giving 
that we receive.”

St Francis of Assisi
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VILLAGE MANAGER’S 
Report

We are so fortunate to be living in Australia 
(beautiful one day, perfect the next). 
Many other countries have experienced 
overwhelming loss and continue to battle 
this deadly pandemic. Consequently, we are 
being very cautious in lifting restrictions. Our 
Village is in the high risk category and we 
acknowledge the pandemic is not resolved, 
with a second wave possible. As we carefully 
navigate these complicated evolving changes, 
I ask everyone to be patient. We are  
endeavouring to approve as many requests 
as possible to resume group activities; and ask 
residents to be considerate of other groups 
and be willing to negotiate. It’s often easy to 
criticise, it takes conviction to acknowledge the 
needs of everyone and act accordingly. We 
are endeavouring to provide the best possible 
care for our residents. We will inform  
everyone as restrictions are easing. Let’s focus 
on positivity and look forward to joyful events 
ahead such as Viv’s delicious lunches. 

The Residents Committee has been working 
very diligently on your behalf throughout these 
difficult times and we recognise their hard 
work and commitment. We also appreciate 

the continued support of our volunteers and 
thank them for their commitment. 
Four residents have moved into the Marian 
Grove New Release. We welcome them to 
our Village and look forward to introducing 
them at our next Residents Luncheon (hopefully 
in the not too distant future). 
When you meet our new village members, 
please make them feel welcome.

An open day for Marian Grove residents to 
inspect our New Release has been scheduled 
for Friday 17th July. Please contact our friendly 
reception staff to book an appointment time. 

As of July 1st the Grove Cafe will not be  
requiring bookings, unless patrons wish to 
guarantee a table, as they are only permitted 
to seat 14 patrons under the current  
restrictions. The cafe will remain cashless for 
the time being and social distancing and 
personal hygiene remains important. It is also 
important that anyone feeling unwell does not 
frequent the cafe. Patrons wishing to be seated 
will be asked to ‘sign in’ by writing their name 
and phone number on the sheet provided.

The feedback received through Meet the  
Manager was very positive. Thank you to  
the residents who took the time to meet with 
me. Your comments and suggestions have 
been very insightful and greatly appreciated.
The coffee cart is resuming, with a fortnightly 
schedule planned to cover the remaining  
village locations over the next six months. 
Invitations will be distributed in due course.

I appreciate the warm welcome I have been 
given by the residents and look forward to 
continued participation in the caring and 
friendly community which is Marian Grove.

Karen Martin
Marian Grove Village Manager
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VILLAGE MANAGER’S 
Report

LIBRARY 
Notes

Firstly: the answer to the word puzzle from last 
month’s In-Touch - I gave you seven words - 
banana, dresser, grammar, potato, revive,  
uneven, assess - and asked ‘What do they 
have in common?’
If you could not work it out, the answer is:
if you take the first letter of each word and 
place it at the end of that word, and then spell 
the word backwards it will still be the same 
word. 
Did you get it right?
I hate to admit I didn’t!

We appreciated the positive comment about 
the part the library has played in helping you 
to cope with the forced isolation. With  
restrictions easing, I think we are all enjoying 
the opportunity to socialise again. The  
reopening of the Coffee Shop is specially 
enjoyable.

David Baldacci: There was a recent preview 
of his latest book “Walk the Wire” in the Daily 
Telegraph. The book features Amos Decker as 

the leading character. This crime novel has just 
reached the top 10 adult fiction list in America.

David states the forced isolation of COVID-19 
has had a silver lining for him because it has 
enabled him to begin writing another crime 
thriller. So those who like his books have more 
enjoyable reading to look forward to.

Library Donations 
Please continue NOT to 
make any donations.
If you have library books that you have  
finished reading, could you please return them 
soon, so that we can get an idea of how much 
free shelf space we actually have.  
Then we can look at taking donations again. 

Wishing you enjoyable reading in July.

Sr. Chris
Marian Grove Resident
Library Coordinator
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MARIAN GROVE 
News JULY 2020

Email Address
Have you given Marian 
Grove reception your 
email address? 

Could all Marian Grove 
residents please contact 
Marian Grove reception 
and provide us with their 
current email address.  
  
Do you need to  
update your  
details?
Please contact us 
A reminder for all residents 
to contact Marian Grove  
reception - 6653 1241 - if 
you need to update your 
medical or contact details 
for the information on the 
back of your door. 

Resident contact list
Residents can collect an up 
to date resident phone con-
tact directory from reception. 

Safetylink 
Upgrade!
Resident Common 
Areas 
We have upgraded our  
safety link service in the 
Recreational Hall,  
Workshop and Chapel,  
providing systems that do 
not require fixed land line. 
The EVE system is very 
user friendly and uses  
the mobile network to  
communicate with the user. 
If the wall mount button is 
activated, the operator will 
communicate through the 
speaker on the fixed  
equipment.  
 
 

You can also press the 
HELP button on the  
equipment to activate  
assistance. If no response  
is received when the 
operator communicates 
through the speaker, safety 
link will automatically  
despatch an ambulance.

Difibrillator 
Installed
Marian Grove Rec Hall 

A defibrillator has  
been installed in the  
Marian Grove Rec Hall as 
an added safety facility.  
This equipment is very 
easy to use and verbally 
gives full  instructions to 
the user (any person can 
use the equipment). 
    
Please note: if the  
patient does not have an 
irregular heart rhythm, 
the equipment will not 
administer a shock.  
A person with a  
pacemaker can also be 
eligible for defibrillator  
assistance, as long as the 
pads are placed at least 
one inch away from the 
internal device.
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Marian Grove 
Committee Communique
• While we haven’t yet thrown off the shackles  
of Corona, with the lifting of some restrictions it 
has been good to re-join with fellow residents in 
available activities. Thanks to Management and 
each of you we can continue to feel safe in our 
village. Your patience and co-operation are  
appreciated.

• Our AGM is still unable to be held but in  
anticipation during the coming weeks we will be 
calling for nominations to fill the seven committee 
positions. Please give consideration to  
nominating either someone or yourself. 

• Motion to change Constitution. (Any  
change has to go to a general meeting of  
residents, having had 28 days notice.) Presently 
7c reads - “Any resident can nominate  
themselves or another resident to be a committee 
member. Nominations must, however, be written 
and signed by the nominee and seconder before 
that person becomes a candidate. This form must 
be returned to the secretary prior to the  
advertised closing date.”
If residents accept the motion, it would read as 
follows;
Any resident can nominate himself/herslef or  

another resident to be a committee member. 
ONLY ONE OF A COUPLE CAN BE ELECTED 
UNLESS THERE ARE INSUFFICIENT  
NOMINATIONS TO FILL THE SEVEN  
POSITIONS. Nominations must, however, be 
written and signed by the nominee and seconder 
before that person becomes a candidate. This 
form must be returned to the secretary prior to the 
advertised closing date.
NOMINATION FORMS will go out on Friday 
3rd July, to be returned to the office or a  
committee member by 5pm Friday 17th July.

• Thanks again to Management for the  
installation of a Defibrillator in the Recreation 
Room foyer and update of Safety Link system  
in Chapel, Hall, and Shed, negating previous 
phone system and pendants.

• Appreciation has been expressed by a  
number of residents regarding the more effective 
system for maintenance requests. By ringing  
the special number 66596624 your call goes  
directly to Josh and Kate for immediate  
assessment and entry into work lists. 
Thanks again to those involved.

Residents Committee

Marian Grove 
New Release
Residents OPEN DAY
Marian Grove Residents are invited to a  
special Marian Place New Release viewing 
(not open to the public)

Friday 17th July
3 morning timeslots available

RESIDENTS MUST MAKE A BOOKING 
with Marian Grove reception on 6653 1241
Numbers are capped, so please register your 
interest today.
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MARIAN GROVE 
Notices JULY 2020

Important  
Information
Marian Grove Resident 
details are located on 
the back of your door.
Why do we have these  
details on the back of 
your door?
If you activate your medical  
response pendant and the 
ambulance is called, then the 
ambulance staff know to look 
behind your front door to  
access vital information - and 
will take this with them to  
hospital.
This provides the Hospital  
Staff with your Name, Date 
of Birth, Medicare and Health 
Information as well as a list 
of current medications and a 
phone number.
Please take the time to check 
that this information is correct 
(as Medicare numbers expire), 
and your family members can 
change addresses and phone 
numbers. If you need these 
details updated - please call 
6659 6603 and one of the 
Village Services Team will call 
in and see you, or you can drop 
this into reception and they 
will update for you.Please also 
remember to test your pendant 
on a regular basis by calling the 
office on 6653 1241;  
advise them that you are testing 
the pendant and then press the 
button. To ensure we are able 
to record the test, please do this 

during office hours 
(8.30am - 4.30pm)

Maintenance 
Issues
Management has completed  
an annual  risk review and we 
have been advised by experts 
on the best way to implement 
and improve the following  
procedures for maintenance/
care requests in Marian Grove. 

MAINTENANCE REQUEST
A resident must be at home 
whilst the maintenance/trade 
work is being completed. In the 
event of an emergency, two 
SCC Maintenance staff are 
permitted to enter the property 
to allow us to complete your 
request. Please advise Kate on 
6659 6624 when logging the 
job if there are specific days or 
dates you will not be home so 
this can be recorded with your 
job request.

KEY SAFE
Individual key safes for  
residents are available for 
purchase from Marian Grove 
Reception. Cost is $24 with  
free installation by SCC  
Maintenance. Contact Kate on 
6659 6624 to request a key 
safe.

AFTER HOURS
For all after hours maintenance  
emergencies, including unit  
lock outs - please contact 
0417 468 043. 

Handy Contact 
Numbers

Marian Grove Office: 
6653 1241

Office hours 
Monday to Friday 
8.30am - 4.30pm

Marian Grove 
Transport: 

6659 6603

Grounds and  
Maintenance 

Requests: 
6659 6624

After Hours 
Maintenance: 

0417 468 043

Mater Christi 
Reception: 

6658 6133
Police, Fire or 

Ambulance
In the event of 
an emergency 

PRESS YOUR 
SAFETYLINK 

PENDANT. 
Alternatively, 

please dial 000.
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Marian Grove 
Activities
Some Marian Grove activities  
are starting to resume with 
social distancing measures in 
place for everyone’s safety. 
For more information please 
contact Marian Grove  
reception on 6653 1241.

Craft Club
The Craft Club meets on Tuesday  
afternoons at 1.30pm to make 
handmade items such as trauma 
bears and knee rugs etc to  
donate to charity. We’d love to  
welcome you along and have a 
chat and a laugh while we work 
followed by a nice cup of tea. 
The more of us there are,  
the more we can achieve.

Rummikub
Every Thursday Marian  
Grove Rec Room 1.30 - 5pm 
Contact Margaret Wright 
66533952.

Bible Study
Every Thursday at 2pm in the 
chapel, followed by afternoon 
tea. All Welcome. Contact Peter 
Patton for more information on 
6658 8440.

Introduction to Art 
(FREE)
Oils and Acrylics
Art classes are held each  
Tuesday at 8:15am - 12:00noon 
Marian Grove Rec Room. 
Note: No classes are held on the 
first Tuesday of the month owing 
to the Marian Grove Luncheon.
Contact Audrey Smith 
6658 2068.

Dance Class (FREE)
Each Thursday unless otherwise  
advised. Marian Grove Rec 
Room
Beginners always welcome
New time of 
1:30pm – 3:00pm
Contact Audrey Smith 
6658 2068

Embroidery Group 
News
The Marian Grove Embroidery 
Group which meets on Monday 
Afternoons in the Supper Room, 
has diversified somewhat into a 
sociable needlecraft group who 
gather to share our “skills”,  
socialise, chat and enjoy some  
afternoon tea. Please feel free to 
come along and join us.

Book Club News
Our Book Club coffee meetings, 
where we exchange and discuss 
books we have read recently - 
or enjoyed years ago, are still 
well attended. Our meetings  
are held at 10am on the last 
Saturday of every month. 
If you would like to join in some 
friendly light hearted chatting 
about books or other reading 
material you are most welcome 
to join us. There is always plenty 
of laughter!

Groovers Singing 
Group
The Groovers meet each Friday 
morning in the recreation hall at 
10am. Groovers call our re-
hearsals “mornings of sheer joy” 
as Mei Wei Lim leads us with her 
unique style. This year Mei has 
been taking us to Mater Christi 

once a month for our rehearsal 
and it has been special to see 
some residents join in the singing 
while others move in time to the 
music. All residents are welcome 
to sing along and join the fun 
times with Mei Wei Lim! 

Tuesday Exercise  
Class at Marian Grove 
Rec Hall
We welcome new faces to our 
Tuesday morning exercise class 
in the Rec Room, with qualified 
personal trainer, James  
Moncada. Our participating 
residents highly recommend 
James’ program and continue to 
comment on how much they  
enjoy and benefit from the class.  
Come along and join them for 
an hour from 9am on Tuesday 
mornings in the Rec Room.

Cards 500
Mondays from 1.30 - 3pm. 
Come  along and play 500. 
You might even enjoy yourself! 
Beginners welcome! Ronda and 
Les Gartrell - contact for more 
information on venue please call 
0409682865. 

“Old time, new vogue” 
Dancing
The 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of 
the month 7pm at Marian Grove 
Rec Hall. All Welcome - Contact 
Barry Woods for more  
information on 6658 8167

Table Tenis Fun
Come along and join in the fun  
at table tennis every Monday 
morning 9.30am to 11am in the 
Marian Grove Rec Hall. Good 
times and great people.

ON HOLD

ON HOLD

ON HOLD

ON HOLD
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COMMUNITY 
Classifieds

                      SAW
TELL CATHOLIC

 C
AR

E

DIAMOND ROSE OPEN!
Opening hours: Tuesdays, 

Thursdays and Friday’s from 
9am. Please phone  

Candice on 0403174577 
for appointments 

or enquiries.

Please contact the 
communications team if you 
have something to sell.
mardidavies@scca.net.au 
michelleroyce@scca.net.au

Letterbox
The letterbox at the Marian 
Grove office is cleared at 4pm 
Monday to Friday.
Other services available from 
the office are:
Photocopying 10c per page.
Faxing $1 per page
Stamps $1 each. 

For Sale
Harley Scooter $5000. Only 
4.9km’s on the clock.
Ph Hazel Earnshaw 6653 1715.

Wheely Walker
Black - Standard type. Used 
in village for the last 2 years. 
Good condition. $50 or best 
offer. Ph 6653 1022

Princess  
Electronic  
Recliner with tray
Excellent Condition
Suit adult up to 160cm. $550 
Ph Joanne 0407051396

SONARIS  
Bathmaster  
Powered Bathlift
Excellent Condition
Helps bathe independently. 
AS NEW STILL IN BOX $250  
Ph Joanne on - 0407051396

King Single 
Electric bed
Excellent Condition
Memory foam mattress RRP was 
$3000.  Sell for $1600.
Contact Sandra Tuthill on 
0439926011

Quantum 600 
Electric  
wheelchair with 
electric tilt
Fully adjustable for passenger,  
including gel seat insert. Hand 
control can be moved to back of 
chair for carer use.
$1000 ono Contact 66532701

Aidacare AC3 bed 
with near new 

mattress
The Aidacare AC3 bed is a 
three function. Reliable and 
safe. Comfortable. Cost $2,650 
Asking $1,300 negotiable
Ph Julia on 0435786714

Pride Celebrity 
Deluxe XL 2017
Only used twice. High  
performance mobility scooter. 
High back swivel seat, with  
headrest and arm rests. Cost 
$3,600 Asking $1500 
negotiable Ph Julia on 
0435786714
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COMMUNITY 
Corner
Transport Open Support
Country Care link
Country Care Link is Open Support’s no-cost 
transport service for regional NSW families, 
couples and individuals who require transport  
to and from their arrival/departure point when 
in Sydney for medical appointments and  
hospital stays.

The service, operates 7 days-a- week to and 
from Sydney’s Central and Strathfield rail  
stations, the main Central bus terminal and  
Sydney Airport, and passengers’ relevant  
hospital, health care service, medical treatment 
facility or accommodation locations.

Country Care Link began servicing NSW  
regional people in 1994. The service is similar 
to a personalised shuttle or taxi service and is 
available to residents of all ages from regional 
cities and rural areas across NSW. The  
difference is that Country Care Link transport is 
provided by friendly, fully-trained and licensed 
Open Support volunteer drivers in clean,  
comfortable vehicles.

Volunteer drivers greet and collect clients/ 
passengers (maximum 4 per vehicle) on arrival 
into, or departure from, Sydney via rail, bus or 
air. For those who have booked and are arriving 
into Sydney, this arrival point could be either 
Sydney’s main Central or Strathfield railway  
stations, the city’s main bus terminal, also at 
Central, or at any of the terminals at Sydney 
Airport.

Drivers will then take passengers directly to  
either their medical appointment, their health 
care service or the hospital they may be staying 
at. Drivers can also take passengers to their 
accommodation location.

When regional NSW passengers are ready to 
return home, Country Care Link drivers will then 
collect previously-booked passengers from their 
medical facility or accommodation location and 
return them to the rail, bus or airport terminals.

Country Care Link provides passengers with 
information on accommodation close to various 
hospitals in Sydney, if needed. This service can 
be also used in conjunction with the Isolated 
Patients Travel and Accommodation Assistance 
Scheme (IPTAAS). For information on Isolated 
Patients Travel and Accommodation Assistance 
Scheme (IPTAAS) and links to Application Forms 
click here.

For all Bookings (48-hours’ notice preferred)

Free Call 1800 806 160
or (02) 8382 6430
Monday to Friday  9am to 4.30pm
Email transport@opensupport.org.au
For more information on Open Support visit 
www.opensupport.org.au

Regional Seniors 
Travel Card
The regional seniors travel card (“RSTC”) is a  
community transport scheme through Service 
NSW, approved by the Minister for Regional 
Transport and Roads and administered by  
Transport for NSW. The RSTC delivers a $250 
prepaid card to eligible seniors in regional, rural 
and remote areas to be used towards the  
purchase of fuel and transportation services, 
such as taxi services and NSW TrainLink train 
and coach services. 
For more information see Service NSW website
www.service.nsw.gov.au/regionalseniorstravel
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The legend of the 
Christmas Spider
A long time ago in  
Germany, a mother was 
cleaning for Christmas.  
Spiders fled up to the attic 
to escape the broom. On 
quiet Christmas Eve, the 
spiders slowly came down 
for a peek. “Oh, what a 
beautiful tree!”
In excitement, they  
scurried up and out along 
each branch. They were 
filled with happiness as 
they climbed amongst the 
glittering beauty. But alas! 
By the time they were done, 
the tree was shrouded in 
thier dusty grey web.
When Santa came with gifts 

for the children and saw 
the tree covered with spider 
webs, he smiled because he 
saw how happy the spiders 
were, but knew how  
heartbroken the mother 
would be if she saw it  
covered in dusty webs. 
So he turned the webs to 
strands of silver and the 

tree was even more  
beautiful than before.  
That is the story of tinsel 
on trees and why every tree 
should have a Christmas 
Spider in it’s branches.

Ann McDonald
ADON Mater Christi

COMMUNITY 
Corner
Happy Birthday
Sr Anne is the second  
longest resident in Marian 
Grove. Her life of service 
as a Lismore Presentation 
Sister, teacher and  
principal is extremely  
interesting; indeed she has 
featured in a chapter of the 
book “The Most Interesting 
person I Know” by  
Stephanie Hunt. However 
for our residents, she is  
probably most loved and  

respected for her role as  
volunteer spiritual caregiver 
to our community. As well 
as supporting individuals, 
for many years Sr Anne 
ran the Memorial Services, 
the Anzac Day Service, and 
other events including those 
linked to the Holy days of 
the calendar. Sr Anne is also 
an accomplished wordsmith 
and the invaluable editor 
for In Touch (so we had to 
sneak this in at the last  
minute, sorry Sr Anne).

We wish Sr Anne a Happy 
90th Birthday and a year of 
health, love and peace.

MIchelle Royce 
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Our ageing 
population
According to a recent  
article from the ABC  
website, the proportion of 
the population aged over  
60 in Coffs Harbour is  
expected to grow by 67  
percent in the next 20  
years.

“Our population is simply 
getting older across  
Australia and particularly 
here on the North Coast,  
so we have other things in  
place that we’re trying to 
make sure that we balance 
the bell curve,” Coffs  
Harbour City Council  
Section Leader, Local  
Planning Sharon Smith 
said.

The Coffs Harbour City 

Council has released a draft 
local growth-management 
strategy, which looks at 
ways to address the  
expected population growth 
of 22,000 people in the city 
in the coming two decades.

It is predicted the  
population of the city will 
reach 97,440 by 2040, 
leading to a demand for up 
to 13,267 new residential 
dwellings.

An older population has 
different housing needs, 
which the strategy  
suggested can be addressed 
with a 40 per cent  
increase in higher-density 
housing on infill sites,  
largely around the city  
centre, Jetty and Park  
Beach.
“Currently over 70 per cent 

of our dwelling stock across 
the whole LGA [local  
government area] are  
detached houses,” Ms 
Smith said.

“What we need to do  
is make sure that we  
increase the number of  
one and two-bedroom  
homes and units that  
we can supply to  
accommodate that older 
ageing population and then 
that will free up existing 
three and four-bedroom 
stock for families and larger 
households.”

To read the whole article go 
to -
https://www.abc.net.au/
news/2020-06-22/coffs-har-
bour-prepares-for-an-ag-
ing-population/12372358 

COMMUNITY 
Corner
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Just for FUN
Q1. What does the  
musical direction de 
capo mean?

Q2. The Maori term 
‘Hongi’ refers to what?

Q3. Where are the  
headquarters of the 
World Health  
Organisation?

Q4. How many  
different indigenous 
languages are still  
aquired by children in 
Australia today?

Q5. True or False - An 
octopus has two hearts

Q6. Quicksilver is  
another name for  
which metalic element?

Q7. In which year  
was the Australian  
Broadcasting  
Corporation founded?

Q8. Which company 
owns the Argyle  
diamond mine in the 
East Kimberley region 
of Western Australia?

Q9. Where was the  
largest earthquake ever 
recorded in Australia, 
and what was the  
magnitude?

ANSWERS A1. A directive to the performer to go back to the beginning of the composition. 
A2. The traditional Māori greeting performed by two people pressing their noses together; 
some include, at the same time, the touching of foreheads. A3. Geneva, Switzerland A4. 
More than 250 Indigenous Australian languages including 800 dialectal varieties were  
spoken on the continent at the time of European settlement in 1788. Only 13 traditional  
Indigenous languages are still acquired by children today. A5. Octopuses have three hearts  
A6. Mercury A7. Television network (1956-present) Radio network (1923-present)  A8. Rio 
Tinto  A9. 1988 at Tennant Creek in the Northern Territory, with an estimated magnitude 6.6.

There are 6 changes in 
the pictures below.
Can you see them all?

1. earbve
2. uagrco
3. lwaurs
4. utrlte
5. lgroali
6. occriolde
7. luffboa
8. grite
9. osmopus
10. oirocsrnhe

11. lrtoalgai
12. penheatl
13. macle
14. lworvenie
15. yoctoe
16. riefgaf
17. myoekn
18. nkaoaogr
19. nccoaro
20. daaakrvr

ANSWERS ANIMAL WORD SCRAMBLE beaver, cougar, walrus, turtle, gorilla, crocodile, buffalo, tiger, opossum,  
rhinoceros, alligator, elephant, camel, wolverine, coyote, giraffe, monkey, kangaroo, raccoon, aardvark.

Animal 
WORD 
Scramble

Can you figure 
out all of the  

animal names 
from this list?
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 W J T C B R U M B Y L Q G O

 L S T A V P A I N T I N G S

 A L I C E S P R I N G S U H

 N V Q D R E A M I N G S J J

 D J A B I R U K T R M T S O

 M M O N O L I T H F I M T U

 A S I M P S O N D E S E R T

 R A C U L U R U O L G A S B

 K C A D I D G E R I D O O A

 N R V I B O O M E R A N G C

  I E E W A Y E R S R O C K K

 M D S A N D S T O N E V I O

 C A M E L O E R O S I O N J

 C U A B O R I G I N A L Q X

 
Aboriginal 
Alice Springs 
Ayers Rock 
Boomerang 
Brumby 
Camel
Caves 

Didgeridoo 
Dreaming 
Erosion 
Jabiru 
Landmark
Monolith Paintings
Olgas 

Outback
Sacred 
Sandstone 
Simpson Desert
Uluru

“Words are singularly the most powerful force available to humanity. 
We can choose to use this force constructively with words of encouragement, 

or destructively using words of despair. Words have energy and power with the 
ability to help, to heal, to hinder, to hurt, to harm, to humiliate and to humble.”

Yehuda Berg

Word SEARCH
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Dear Friends,
During July as restrictions ease in the  
community we will continue to manage and  
observe COVID-19 precautions. I am  
updating the public regularly via video (found 
on our website www.scca.net.au , Sawtell  
Catholic Care Facebook page, as well as the 
SCC YouTube page). Our message is for  
everyone to remain vigilant, maintaining the 
recommended hand washing and social  
distancing practices when interacting with the 
public, as well as maintaining personal health. 
During holiday periods please be extra careful 
to avoid potential exposure.

In good news, I am pleased to share that our 
Marian Grove ‘New Release’ apartments have 
welcomed their very first residents. All are  
excited with setting up their new homes and 
meeting neighbors and we look forward to  

their presence in the Village community.
Also, the Link Project has now been approved 
to go to tender. This means that in the not too 
distant future our residents will have access to 
even more lifestyle amenities, just a short walk 

from home. There will be a beautiful garden 
space to enjoy, community gardens to get your 
hands in the earth and grow your own produce 
as well as a delightful café and other creative 
opportunities as they arise through the programs 
run on the site. 
In addition to the upgrade of our current  
Recreation Hall into a thriving village centre, our 
residents will be spoiled for choice about where 
to spend their time!

Although circumstances are challenging for 
many at the moment, life holds opportunities 
and plenty to hope for. Sawtell Catholic Care  
is a not-for profit organisation, and our  
development projects are driven by our mission 
to provide compassionate care to the  
vulnerable and those in need. In order to do  
this effectively we must be a sustainable  
organisation, and have capacity for  
benevolence. Our development plans not only 
sustain our organisation, they also sustain our 
local community, through employment and  
economic growth. 
Until next time, stay safe and well, and look out 
for each other.

Warm regards
Michael Darragh
CEO

FROM OUR CEO 
Love, Respect, Justice & Courage


